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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; It's now a common sight to see people of all ages and abilities running through our towns, parks and
rural areas; but it can still be surprising where the running journey can take us. Doug Richards was indi erent to exercise until, approaching his
middle years, he became increasingly aware of his declining fitness. So Doug took up running. Rather slowly at first; but he made steady progress.
Follow Doug's journey - overcoming modern-life obstacles including a marriage breakdown, work-related stress, anxiety and depression - from that
very first one-mile run to marathons at home and abroad. And so on to wider and wilder horizons. How do you prepare for running 140 miles across
the Sahara Desert? How does a bus-pass-bearing pensioner stay upright running on Greenland's polar ice-cap? Read of a confrontation with
elephants in South Africa, puddles in the desert in China and the emotional rollercoaster of running in tsunami-ravaged Sri Lanka. book.
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Tinga Tinga Tales: Why Lion Roars - Read it Yourself with LadybirdTinga Tinga Tales: Why Lion Roars - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is a Tinga Tinga tale inspired by traditional stories from Africa. Lion is king of Tinga
Tinga but he can't roar! Can his friend Flea help Lion to...
Read eBookRead eBook
»»

The Princess and the Frog - Read it Yourself with LadybirdThe Princess and the Frog - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; A kind frog helps a princess and she makes him a promise. What happens when the king
tells her that she has keep her promise? Read it yourself with...
Read eBookRead eBook
»»

New KS2 English SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: 2016 SATs & BeyondNew KS2 English SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: 2016 SATs & Beyond
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is Book 2 of CGP's SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests for KS2 Grammar, Punctuation &
Spelling - it's a brilliant way to introduce English SATS preparation in bite-sized chunks....
Read eBookRead eBook
»»

First Fairy TalesFirst Fairy Tales
Board book. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is a traditional story that is retold in rhyme in this chunky padded boardbook.
When a couple of tailors offer to make a suit from material so...
Read eBookRead eBook
»»

NIV Soul Survivor New Testament in One YearNIV Soul Survivor New Testament in One Year
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; 'The whole Bible, in just one year? You've got to be kidding.' Don't panic! How about
just the New Testament to start off with? Take thousands of young people...
Read eBookRead eBook
»»
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